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The purposes of this current study were to explore the demotivating factors among the 

tenth graders of social science classes in learning English language and literature at SMA N 

10 Kota Jambi and to find out the suggestions given by the students to remotivate them. The 

purposive sampling was used in which the data were collected from 10 students by using the 

interview and were analyzed them  based on Creswell technique. Six salient themes related to 

the demotivating factors that emerged in this research were Attitudes of Classmates, Class 

Material & Environment, Self-Attitudes toward English, Experience of Failure, Internal 

Factors and Teachers. The participants of this study suggested that their classmates should 

caring and helping each other, the materials must be suitable with their needs and the 

classroom must be comfortable to learn, last, it will be good if the teacher use various 

methods of teaching and able to make the students more relax in learning.  

  



INTRODUCTION 

 

Demotivation has not been extensively researched and discussed due to its negative 

orientation. Though it also play an important role in the language learning process. While 

motivation  is critically important toward students learning, lack of motivation is the 

problem that should be aware by the teacher. it may happen to students at all levels. It can 

be said that demotivation is a state or condition that hinders a person from doing his or her 

best in achieving a specific purpose (Soureshjani & Riahipour, 2012). “The significance of 

motivational work doubles when dealing with L2 domains” (Sahragard & Ansaripour, 

2014, p. 89). In fact, learning a new language (in this case is English language and 

literature) is more complicated and burdensome process which involves a lot of obstacles. 

Learners without strong motivation are unlikely to succeed. Many of them face a failure in 

learning a language in which expert believes that demotivation is behind it. In the words of 

Kuper (2001), “demotivation is not just a reversal of motivation. Demotivation refers to 

more than  just non-acting or unmotivated behaviour. It can also refer to an engagement 

into wrong or contra-productive directions. Dornyei (2001) also defined demotivation as 

“various negative influences that cancel out existing motivation” (p.142) or “specific 

external forces that reduce or diminish the motivational basis of a behavioral intention or 

an ongoing action” (p. 143). The definition suggests that demotivation exists due to some 

strong and external factors that decrease an individual‟s motivational basis of a behavior 

intention to do something.  

The importance of learner demotivation has become a research topic for many scholars, 

such as from Ebata(2008), Sakai & Kikichi (2009), Ghadirzadeh & Shokri (2012), 

Hosseini & Jafari (2014), Sahragard & Ansaripour (2014), Rajabi & Pozveh (2016), 

Aquino et al (2016), and Adinuansah & Agustini (2016). Most of these previous studies 

have suggested that the learner demotivation issue highly contributes to the quality of 

teaching and learning processes. Many factors contribute to learner demotivation. For 

example, a study done by Sakai and Kikuchi (2009) indicated that the demotivating factors 

were related to learning contents and materials and also test score. Additionally, Hosseini 

and Jafari (2014) listed inadequate school facilities, improper teaching material and 

content, and absence of intrinsic motivation as the most salient factors of learner 

demotivation in English language teaching and learning.  

However, although many previous studies have adressed learners demotivation in variuos 

country, Indonesian learner demotivation in learning English Language and Literature still 



remains a highly unexplored area of research. Additionally, those previous studies used a 

big sample size in collecting the data with the questionnaire. A major limitation of the 

study, however, may be associated with the small sample size and use an interview.  

 

METHOD 

Design 

In this research, the researcher used qualitative approach to explore the demotivating 

factors among the learners in learning English Language and Literature and also to find 

out the suggestions given by the students to remotivate them. Parahoo (as cited in Yusuf, 

2014) stated “qualitative research, with its focus on the experiences of people, stresses the 

uniqueness of individuals... qualitative researchers collect data from their informant 

resources, often in their natural environments, taking into account how cultural, social and 

other factors influence their experiences and behaviour”. Futhermore, Marshall and 

Rossman (1999) wrote that the function of qualitative research is “to explore, explain, or 

describe the phenomenon of interest”.  

Sampling procedures and participants 

The sample of this research was taken by using purposeful sampling with a homogenous 

sampling technique. As Cresswell (2012) wrote, “in purposeful sampling, researcher 

intentionally select individuals and sites to learn or understand the central phenomenon” 

(206) and “homogenous sampling technique, in which the researcher purposefully samples 

individuals or sites based on membership in a subgroup that has defining characteristics” 

(208).The participant was chosen based on the two characteristics. First, their score in 

English language and literature subject and second, their behaviour during teaching and 

learning process  when the researcher takes part as a pre-service teacher in their classroom. 

Actually the researcher wanted to take twelve students for being the participant, but 

because of two students did not want to take a part in this research, they afraid that the 

interview will have an impact or it will influence their score in English Language and 

Literature subject, so the participants of this research only 10 students.  

 

 



Data collection and analysis 

The researcher used interview as the instrument in this research. Burns (as cited in Ranjit 

Kumar, 2011) defines interview as a “verbal interchange, often face to face, though the 

telephone may be used, in which an interviewer tries to elicit information, beliefs, or 

opinions from another person. The researcher interviewed ten students to explore their 

demotivating factors in learning English Language and Literature and to find out the 

suggestions by the students to remotivate them. Semi structured interview was being used 

to get more in depth information from the participants. There were 9 questions in the 

interview protocol. The interview protocol was made based on Reyhaneh and Syukri 

question and also Sakai and Kikuchi‟s findings. Two question comes from Reyhaneh and 

Syukri and six questions comes from Sakai and Kikuchi in which the participants were 

asked about their experiences in demotivating factors, whether they comes from teachers, 

class material, class characteristic, class environment, test scores and their interest in 

English. The last question was made to know about the participants suggestion in order to 

remotivate them in learning English. A day before the interview, the researcher met the 

school principal to get an access to do an interview at the school and get permission from 

her tutoring teacher. The researcher also met  the participants to inform them about the 

time allocation for the interview. During the interview, the researcher and the participants 

used Jambi language because of two reasons, first is the participant did not really 

understand with the English and they are hards to speaks in English. Second it makes the 

participants easier in elaborate their answers. The interview section was done outside of 

the classroom with an audio recording and with the duration around 4-8 minutes. 

The researcher began the analysis with exploring the data first and then coding the data to 

get the themes or categories. In the word of Creswell (2012), “coding is the process of 

segmenting and labelling text to form descriptions and broad themes in the data”. (p.243). 

He also stated that although there are no set guidelines for coding the data, but there are 

some general procedures exist. When the researcher was coding the data, she followed 

several steps that recommended by Tesch (1990) and Creswell (2007) as cited in Creswell 

(2012). The researcher then taking the text apart and classifies and reduces them into a 

small manageable set of themes and subthemes. 

Ethical consideration and trustworthiness 

To protect the right of human participant, the names of participant was masked through the 

use of pseudonym. The informed consent form was provided to the participant as their 



decision to take a part in this study voluntarily. To deal with the credibility of the inquiry 

or the trustworthiness (Lincoln & Guba 1985) of this study and to make sure that the data 

are not bias, the researcher used member checks in order to get participant feedback on the 

accuracy and credibility of the data, findings, and interpretations and conclusions. In the 

word of lincoln and guba 1985, this is “the most critical technique for establishing 

credibility” (p.314). researcher  arranged  face to face meeting with the participants to 

discuss the results of the interviews.  

 

FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 

In the following, the researcher presented six themes as demotivating factors among 

the learners in learning English language and literature and the suggestions given by the 

students to remotivate them, also the suggestions given by the students to remotivate them. 

 

Attitudes of Classmates 

 Within this theme, the findings showed that during the teaching and learning process 

of English language and literature, the most salient factors that make the students become 

demotivated to learn are the attitudes of classmates. There are 3 issues in this theme, they 

are: 

Discriminatory between Peers 

Two of the participant admitted that because of they friend only choose the smart 

friend to become their group member, they felt like they are discriminated by their friends. 

In interviews, P1 said:  

Nah, misalnyo disuruh cari kelompok, cuman teman-teman tu mileh kelompok yang 

pintar pintar bae. ...dalam kelompok tu pintar be, jadi kurang ngerti.  

 

(For example we were told to make groups, but most of my friends only choose the 

smart ones. ... So we the “stupid” ones did not understand at all about it.) 

 

Related to this, P2 answered with : 

 

ya, sangat setuju, dikarnakan terkadang kita dikasi perkelompok terkadang siswanya 

terlalu memilih dengan seorang yang pintar-pintar, terkadang yang di yang terlalu 

kurang kurang, kurang aktif terkadang slalu diketepikan. itu tu sangat berpengaruh 

dikarnakan jangan seperti itu terkadang kita sama semua. 

 

( yes, strongly agree, because sometimes when we were asked  to make a group, 

sometimes students in my class only choose the smart friends, and we, who are the 

low level and inactive students always exiled by the teacher. It really influences me 



because we all are same.) 

 

According to the participants, this case often happened during the teaching and learning 

process, the teacher sometimes give the freedom to the students in choosing the group 

member without manage it first. In fact, the advanced students more likely to choose the 

advanced students too, because they are in the same level. If the teacher take the role in 

grouping the group work and the advanced students were grouped with the lower one, they 

will feel objected with the teacher‟s decision and still wants to choosing the advanced one. 

Vivian yee stated in her article “Some studies indicate that grouping can damage students‟ 

self-esteem by consigning them to lower-tier groups; others suggest that it produces the 

opposite effect by ensuring that more advanced students do not make their less advanced 

peers feel inadequate. Some studies conclude that grouping improves test scores in 

students of all levels, others that it helps high-achieving students while harming low-

achieving ones, and still others say that it has little effect”. For the case that the researcher 

described above, vivian yee said it is called “peer-effect”, in which high-achieving 

children do better if paired with other high-achieving students. Because of that, the 

advanced students more likely to choose the group member who are in the same level wih 

them rather than with the lower group.  

Being Ignored 

This issue included as the main issue for the attitudes of classmates. The participants 

were lazy to follow the lesson because when they did not understand the materials and 

asking their  friends, they are being ignored by them. Like P4 said:  

Kayak seperti teman sekelas tu, kalo misalnyo kito nanyo dak yo, dio lagi misalnyo 

dio lagi ngerjoi, pasti kito tu dicuekin. 

 

(for example the classmates, if we asked, when she/he is doing the assignment, we are 

being ignored ) 

 

Friends and classmates are big help on studying by sharing each other ideas on a certain 

topic or subject. Most students are having difficulties in school especially when they study 

alone. Sometimes when a student don‟t have anyone to ask for help in terms of studying, 

they start to get tired and lose interest in studying. For example, P5 said: 

terus tu tergantung samo kawan jugo, kan kadang  kalo nanyo samo kawan kan e 

kayak dak direspon jadi tu sudah lah malas lah belajar ni. biak lah, kek gitu na. 



 

(and it also depends on friends, sometimes when I asked them, they always ignored 

my question, so “let it be”, I think. I became lazy to learn.) 

 

P8 also commented in this issue, he said: 

Kadang kalo teman-teman yang lainnyo ni kadang banyak yang angkuh kadang miss. 

dak peduli miss, ado mungkin sebagian mungkin diok lagi serius ntah gimana, 

mungkin dia tak merespon kadang ya udah lah. 

 

(Talk about friends, sometimes many of them act arrogantly miss. ... They did not 

care miss, maybe because most of them were being serious in lesson or what, so, 

whatever.) 

 

This participant felt annoyed with his friend because they did not want to respond to him, 

even he said that they are arrogant students. The last participant have a different case with 

P8. He reported that:  

Sedikit membosankan, karna teman-teman sekitar itu yang mengganggu, bising, ribut. 

ehm, jadi malas. ehm, ada sih, waktu tu disuruh manggil guru, disaat itu kan guru tu 

tidak masuk tu, jadi disuruh manggil guru dengan guru yang piket, jadi e teman tu 

dak mau gitu na. ruponyo teman tu kekantin gitu, jadi guru tu dak do masuk kelas. 

jadi makin tambah malas.   

 

(a little bit boring, because my classmates disturb, loud, noisy, ehm. So it made me 

lazy. Ehm, there was a time when the friends were told to call a teacher to come to the 

class but they did not want to, instead they went to canteen, so there was no teacher 

who came to the class, makes me more lazy) 

 

Negative Influences from Peers 

Just as some influences can be positive, some influences can be negative too. This 

happened with two of the participant in this research. They become demotivated because 

of negative influence from their peers. Like in P6 cases in which when he was asked by 

his friends not to doing the assignment, he follow them because he thinks it shows the 

loyalty of a friend.  

 gara-gara dak bikin tugas kan, ngajak-ngajak ha, setia hati kan, friend kan.  

 (because they did not do the assignment, they asked me too )  

His academics is affected because despite being capable of performing well, he choose not 

to because in the eyes of his peers it makes him look „uncool‟. . Even the motivated 

students become demotivated because of negative influence from their friends. This 

happened to P9. She commented that: 

yo kadang ado teman yang pengaruhi dak usah lah buat, na kek gitu na. 



 (sometimes there are friends who persuaded me not to do the assignment, like that ) 

This participant was being influenced by her friend although she in fact can do the 

assignment. But because of her friend pressuring her, she finally end up following her 

friend and laziness started to come in her self. Dornyei and Murphey  (2003) had discuss 

about this thing as cited in Rajabi and Pozveh (2016), while a motivated learner is a great 

help in maintaining a positive impression in the class members, the demotivated students 

can influence the other students, and this will decrease the efficiency of the lesson and in 

addition, obscure the purpose of the lesson. 

Class Materials and Environment 

There are 2 issues that emerged in this theme, the participant reported that because of 

the materials, the noisy and unsupportable environment, they become demotivated to learn 

English Language and Literature subject. 

Unsuitable Materials 

There were four participants who reported that the materials in English language and 

literature were too difficult for them. In the interviews with P3, P5, P7 and P9, they 

commented about the difficult materials, for example, P7 said: 

ehm, materinya.  Karna susah. 

(ehm, the materials. Because it were difficult.) 

 

Materials in english language and literature are more advanced than english compulsary, 

because it focuses more on the literature it self. P5, P7 and P9 also said the same thing 

with the P3. In case of SMA N 10 Kota Jambi, for english language and literature subject, 

the school did not provide textbook for the students, the teacher used Erlangga textbook in 

which the students can easily to find it in the bookstore, but still many of them who did not 

have their own textbook because of economy problem. Actually when we looked at the 

Erlangga book, it contains many interesting materials and various activities, and it also 

match with the curriculum demand. There are two reasons why did this case happened 

with the students. first, the curriculum design does not match with the student‟s need in 

learning english language and literature, and second, its because of student‟s cognition. 

 



Classroom Environment 

Regarding with the class environment, the findings showed that because of the 

classroom was too noisy during the teaching and learning process, he become 

uncomfortable in learning and make them demotivated to learn. P1 commented: 

dan jugo kelas tu ribut 

 (and the class was also noisy) 

There are some reasons why the classroom become too noisy during the teaching and 

learning process. First is the seat arrangement in the classroom, this should be considered 

again and again because it has a big effect toward the learning circumstances. for example, 

the low and naughty students placed in the front seat, not in the back to avoid them 

chatting with the other friends. Second, they wants to get teacher‟s attention. Many of 

students know that if they are disruptive, they will get attention. Wanting attention does 

not have a bad thing however. Sometimes, the teacher always pay attention to the students 

who are seat in the front, so the students in the back felt like they did not get the teacher‟s 

attention and start to make some noisy and it make some of the students demotivated to 

learn because of that situation. The other reason is because the lesson was too boring for 

them so that they lost their interest toward the lesson and do other thing in the classroom, 

like chatting.  There was also one participant who said that she also become lazy because 

there were many students who did not active in the classroom. She lost her interest to learn 

because of her circumstances in which was not supportive. In the words of Hannah (2013), 

“The second dynamic of a classroom that can impact a student‟s learning is the non-

physical environment. This consists of things such as sound, temperature, seating 

arrangements and others. These are elements of the classroom that a teacher can‟t 

physically touch, but they can alter them to increase focus and classroom productivity.  

 Another issue that made the participant become demotivated to learn is because of the 

inactive classroom.  P5 commented about this thing, she reported: 

 kalau dalam bahasa inggris sih, keknyo dak aktif lah. 

 (If it’s English lessons, my class was a passive class) 

 

In teaching and learning process, not only in English but also for others, class environment 

can act as a biggest concern to make students success in learning. Because in the 

classroom, the students learn, cooperate with the teacher and also the other students, they 



think about the material, so it‟s really important that the classroom should be comfortable 

for learning. As Hannah (2013) stated “the classroom environment plays a crucial role in 

keeping students engaged and allowing them to be successful within the classroom”.  

 

Self Attitude Toward English 

 The participants attitudes toward English based on the findings were so various. There 

were participants who thinks that learn English was important only because it‟s required in 

the school. It happened on P5, she said: 

S :  e [...] penting sih,  

I : tapi kalo seandainyo kalau tak diwajibkan disekolah menurut kamu itu tidak 

penting untuk belajar itu? 

S : ndak, soalnyo kan materinyo tu menurut kami materi bahasa inggris wajib samo 

peminatan tu hampir samo 

 

(S : e[...] it is important. 

I : but if the school does not required the subject you think it is not important to learn? 

S : no. In my opinion because the materials in english compulsary and english 

language and literature were almost same. ) 

 

P2 also commented on this issue, she reported: 

ya, itu kan pelajaran yang harus diikuti dan kita juga sekolah harus mengikuti apa 

yang harus kita pelajarin dan itu wajib untuk kita pelajari karna itu untuk membuat 

kita sukses nanti dimasa depan.  

 

(yes, it‟s a lesson that must be learned and in school we should follow what we must 

learn and it is required for us in order to succed in the future). 

 

Those students do not see the immediate need to use the English, they thinks that english 

is important only at school. In this case, the teacher should let the students know why the 

English is important for them, what can they get from learn English. So, they will not have 

a beliefs like that in which it will reduce their motivation to learn.  

There is one participant who said that English was too hard because he is Indonesian. 

Not so important for him to learn it. He commented: 

yo, bahasa inggrisnyo yang payah miss. awak orang indonesia. 

 (This subject was too hard because, yeah [..] I am an Indonesian.) 

Meanwhile P4 reported: 

 kalo menurut kami, kalo bahasa inggris tu susah. (tertawa).   

 (in my opinion, English is hard. (laughing) )  



Others said that: 

e bahasa inggris tu susah ngomongnyo, dah tu kalo lagi banyak hapalan tu paling 

susah jugo.   

 

 (English is too hard for me and also it is hard to speak it. The lesson always required 

us to memorize and memorize. It was hard. ) 

 

For student, English is one of the most difficult foreign languages in the study because 

they must understand how to use grammar correctly, how the pronunciation right, 

vocabulary a lot, and others. (Regia, 2010) This resulted in students often assume that 

learning English is a complicated and tedious because it must relate to the thing above. 

Related with the lack of interest, there were also participants who did not like English 

for the beginning, so they become demotivated in learning. for example in P2, she said: 

dan terkadang pelajaran itu pelajaran yang tidak disukai 

 (and sometimes the subject was a subject that  I did not like ) 

Lack interest of English also happened in P3. When she was being asked about whether 

she likes English or not, she confidently answered no.  

Self- attitudes toward English can also become the base of why students become 

demotivated in learning, because usually if the students did not like the subject from the 

beginning, it will sustainable and make the students become demotivated in learning, they 

already lost their interest toward the lesson. According to (Latchanna & Dagnew, 2009), 

attitude is accepted as an important concept to understand human behavior and is defined 

as a mental state that includes beliefs and feelings. Beliefs about language learning is 

directly associated with success in language classes. According to (Lennartsson, 2008), 

students‟ beliefs can be an obstacle if they believe that they cannot learn the new language 

successfully. Negative attitude and lack of motivation can lead to obstacles in learning a 

language. 

 

Experience of Failure 

Within this theme, there were 4 subthemes which were found in the interview data, 

they are: disappointment due to the test score, lack of acceptance by teacher, feeling 

unable to memorize the vocabulary in the material and the last is unforgettable experience 

in the past.  

 



Test Score 

Related with the first issue, there were two participants who agreed with the statement 

made by the researcher, the statement is: “your test score influence your motivation in 

learning English language and Literature”. 

In the following, there are the researcher questions and also the participant‟s responds 

related with the test score: 

I : oke. selanjutnya, nah ini ada pernyataan, pernyataan nya sebagai berikut ehm-hm, 

nilai test yang kamu dapat dimata pelajaran ini mempengaruhi motivas motivasi 

kamu dalam belajar. apakah kamu setuju dengan pernyataan tersebut?   

 

( okay, next, there is a statement. The statement is the test score that you got from this 

subject influence your motivation in learning. Do you agree with that statement? ) 

 

S : iya. sangat setuju.  

 

 ( yes, very agree ) 

I : e, nah dengan ini. test score, nilai ujian kamu atau nilai harian lah, seandainya 

kamu mendapatkan nilai ujian yang rendah, apakah kamu tu jadi makin malas 

belajar?  

 

(  e, if you get a low test score, do you become more lazy to learn? ) 

 

S : iyo.  

 

(yes. ) 

 

In case of test score, the teacher takes a big role here. For example the use of reward in the 

classroom for students who got the best score. Reward can be used not only for the 

advanced students, but also for the low students. We know that not all the students have a 

good knowledge toward the lesson, Based on the findings, the participants become 

demotivated because their test scores were very low although they already tried their best. 

In this situation, the recognition of teacher may have a big effect toward the students 

motivation. The students could become discouraged if they see that their effort was not 

recognized and it will leads to demotivation. 

Teacher’s Acceptance 

Within this issue, many participants become demotivated because they always being 

compared with the smart students so that they felt like they were exiled during the 



learning. When the researcher asks about what factors from the the teacher that ever made 

the students become demotivated in learning, P1 commented: 

ado, biaso ado, kalau guru tu marahin kita kalau lagi ribut, padahal ada juga teman 

lain yang ribut dak dikena marahin. 

(Yes, there is. When the teacher was angry with me because of the loud, but actually 

there were also other students who made noise but the teacher did not get angry with 

them.) 

 

Another participant answered: 

 ..... dikarenakan gurunya selalu saja memilih siswa yang pintar seperti pilih kasih. 

 ( .... because the teacher always choose the smart students, like she‟s unfair.  )    

 

Comparing between one students and the others in fact is the thing that should not be done 

by the teacher in the classroom. It may reduce the students confidence in learning. 

Students  with low self-confidence could worry about their performance during teaching 

and leaning process or they can think about other people‟s opinion about their 

performance or ability in learning (Sari,  2015). Those worries can lead the students into 

demotivation. 

 

Memorizing 

Related with memorizing the vocabularies, the students felt it was very hard for them 

to do that. Because it was hard, they lost their interest to learn. For example P9 reported: 

(tertawa) dak enaknyo tu pas lagi ngapal gitu na Miss. Payah ngapalnyo Miss. 

(laughing) when memorizing Miss. It was hard to memorize Miss. )  

 

Another participant said: 

 ada, kan kita tidak bisa seperti itu. harus menghapal.   

 (yes, there is. But we can‟t be like that, we should memorize. ) 

  

Those students having difficulties in memorizing the vocabularies. they said that it hard 

for them to memorize so they think they unable to memorize the words. When it comes to 

memorize, not all the students can do that easily, it depends on the students ability. It also 

needs an extra effort from the teacher to make the students easier in memorizing, the 

teacher can use a kind of game that will have an effect on students memorization.  

 

 



Unforgettable Experience   

 Experience toward the lesson also can act as a demotivating factors in this research. 

There is one participant who give a statement about the negative experience in learning 

english when he was in junior high school. He believes that because of that experience, he 

become more stupid in learning english, he said that it was a karma to him. He 

commented: 

kami tu smp dulu suko miss, e tapi pas ado kami dak bikin tugas, suruh keluar. kami 

tijak-tijain buku, mungkin kualat Miss. jadi curhat na. (tertawa), : iyo, makonyo kami 

malas Miss, kagek dak masuk, percumo bae. masuk diotak. 

 

(When I was in Junior High School, I like English Miss. But someday when I did not 

do an assignment, the teacher asked me to get out of the class, so I stepped on my 

book, maybe I was accursed, Miss. [..] Yes, because of that I am lazy, Miss, its 

useless even if I learn.) 

  

This participant gave the different answer from the other participant. He have such kind of 

experience in which he believes because of that experience, when he learn English, he will 

get nothing from it eventhough he learn well, he said it will be useless if he learn, because 

the materials will not be accepted in his brain. The researcher found that this experience 

was an unique factor that will cause a demotivation for the students.  

 

Internal Factor 

The fifth factor which was found during the analysis is internal factors. It referred to 

the lack of intrinsic motivation. There were four participants who said that internal factor 

was included in their demotivating factors in learning English language and literature. in 

interview, P5 reported: 

 E [..] dari diri nyo jugo sih, cuman kalau lagi misalnyo ai kadang tu ado mood ado tu 

mood lagi pengen belajar bahasa inggris tu, ado. 

 

(E [..] I think it‟s from myself.  If there is mood to learn, I learn. But if there is not, I 

felt lazy to learn.) 

 

 Another participant responded: 

 

 dah tu malas jugo lah miss. ... kami jugo lah, iyo kami yang malas. 

 (And then, lazy. it comes from myself, not from other things. I am lazy). 

 

P8 also reported that the most salient factors that made him become demotivated to learn 

English Language and Literature is internal factor. He said: 



 Kami sukak gurunyo, materinyo jugak dak susah susah nian lah, entah lah miss, kek 

nyo emang dari diri kami dewek miss. (tertawa) 

 

(I like the teacher, the material was also not too hard, I don‟t know Miss, I think it‟s 

because of my own self (laughing).) 

 

Intrinsic motivation helps to satisfy human needs, irrespective of the expectations of the 

environment; the purpose of intrinsically motivated behaviour is not an external factor. In 

intrinsically motivated activities, the behaviour originates from the self (Bollók et al., 

2011). Intrinsic motivation occurs if an individual engages voluntarily in an activity for its 

own sake (Sari et al., 2015). The cause of students demotivation can also come from their 

self. As Sakai and Kikuchi‟s research who found the lack of intrinsic motivation factor as 

a major demotivating factor among Japanese high school students.   

 

Teachers 

 In this theme, there are 4 issues of the teacher that was included as the demotivating 

factors by the participants. They are the use of full English while teaching, the teacher 

explained the material with short explanation and always asked the students to take a note, 

teacher‟s lack of caring and favouritism and  made the students felt uncomfortable with 

her personality. 

 

Teaching Method 

According to the participants, they felt disappointed with the method of teaching by their 

teacher in the classroom. First, the teachers always use full English in teaching the 

students. P1 reported that:  

ehmm iyo. yang pernah mengecewakan sudah pelajaran tu sudah hampir mengerti 

tapi gara-gara gurunya tu ngajarnya tu pake bahasa inggris terus jadi ada yang dak 

ngerti. 

 

(um, yes. The thing that ever disappointed me is when I almost understand the lessons 

but because the teacher taught in full English, I didn‟t really understand.) 

 

P2 said: 

ya dikarnakan gurunya sering monoton ke bahasa inggris, terkadang siswanya 

kurang mengerti 

 

(The teacher always monotonous in English, sometimes the students did not 

understand.) 



In regard with this issue, it was a good strategy in teaching. The teacher engage the 

students to have such kind of practice in which aims to get the better understanding in 

English. The teacher thinks with the use of Full English in the classroom, the students 

become more interested to learn English, but in fact, many of them discouraged with it. 

The reasons of it are because the students still hard to understand what the teacher said if 

the teacher used a full English and they always misunderstand with what the teacher said.  

P1 also commented about another issue, she said: 

 

misalnyo gurunyo tu menjelaskan secara singkat tapi saya belum ngerti. terus nyatat 

be dah tu dak ngerti. terus samo ehm-mm ngasi latihan cuman yang dikasi latihan tu 

belum diterangin. 

 

(For example, the teacher explained the material briefly, so I cannot understand it. 

And then we always took notes, but still did not understand.) 

  

The last participant also said the same thing with P1. He said that: 

 yo [...} kadang [...] e penga apo, penjelasan guru nye tu kurang jelas 

 (yeah, the explanation by the teacher was not so clear.) 

In curriculum 2013, the students are demanded to have critical thinking in learning and 

must be students-centered rather than teacher-centered. In case of the tenth grader here, the 

teacher always used discovery learning method in teaching the students. The teacher only 

gives brief explanation about the material and it is the student‟s job to find out and 

understand more about the materials. The students thinks that it was too hard for them. 

Actually based on the findings, the participant just wants a good explanation from their 

teacher. The explanation here should be not only about grammar or meaning but also 

clarity of directions of task or homework. Taking a note also may be a reason why the 

students lost their interest in learning. Here, the use of various media could give an effect 

toward this problem. With the variety of media used by teachers, student‟s interest in 

learning will increase and demotivation will not come to them. 

 

Teacher’s Attitude 

There were some of the participant who reported about favouritism of their teacher in 

which having a lack of caring on them. for example, P2 said: 

 dan gurunya tidak tidak selalu peka terhadap keadaan siswa. ..  seperti pilih kasih.   

(The teacher was not always aware about student‟s situation. .. Because the teachers 

always unfair with the students.) 



 

Another participant also said: 

(tertawa), iyo. galak kalo main tu miss kalo kami tu mam malasnyo orang dah keluar 

main masih jugo belajar. 

 

(Yes, sometimes I di not like with the teacher because when the time for lesson is 

over, she still continue the lesson.) 

 

This issue was  in line with Oxford‟s Investigation (1998) on 250 American students about 

their learning experiences in which the students were expected to comment on a issues 

related with a situation that students experienced conflict with a teacher and as cited in 

Yadav & BaniAta (2012) , one of the results of that investigation showed that the teacher‟s 

lack of caring or favoritism was included as a demotivator.  

 

Teacher’s Personality 

Within this issue, P4 reported: 

e, kalo menurut kami sih kami kalau belajar dengan mam tu kurang kurang kurang 

nyambong gitu na. kurang asik gitu na. e terlalu tegang misalnyo. 

 

(The first thing is the teacher. I think if I learn with this teacher, I felt like I can not 

grab the materials, it‟s not interesting. Maybe because the teacher was too tense in 

teaching.) 

 

Related with the teacher‟s personality, only one participants who reported about that as 

one of her demotivating factor in learning English language and literature. she reported 

that because of the teacher was too tense in teaching, she felt uncomfortable with it and 

become demotivated to learn. As Lamb & Wedell (2015) found in their research that 

Indonesian learners valued teachers who made lessons entertaining.  

 

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION 

The results of this research showed that “attitudes of classmates” as an external factor, 

contributed the most to demotivating factors among tenth graders of English language and 

Literature. This is in contrast to the results of other studies where in majority of cases 

considered the teacher as the most important factors. However, the teacher factors were 

appeared in the findings of this research in which method, attitude and also personality of 



a teacher were reported as demotivating factors for some participants in this research. An 

internal factor of demotivating factors also was found in this research which referred to the 

lack of intrinsic motivation in which this finding was in line with Sakai and Kikuchi‟s 

study who stated that demotivating factor is not only comes from external, but also 

internal factors. Another demotivating factors that was found by the researcher are class 

material & environment, self-attitude toward English and Experience of Failure. Since 

contexts differ for group of students, demotivating factors differ for students who studying 

in different context. Obviously, what are the most demotivating factors for tenth grader of 

English language and literature in SMA N 10 Kota Jambi context might not be 

demotivating for tenth grader in other senior high school. With regard to the second 

research question, the findings showed that most of the participants gave same suggestions 

toward the demotivating factors that they faced. Those suggestions are: 

1. The classmates should cooperate each other during the learning, please help the weak 

one if they did not understand about the materials. 

2. The classmates also should be able to motivate other students who are lazy during the 

learning. 

3. The classroom must be comfortable to learn and it will be good if the material 

matched with the student‟s ability. 

4. The teacher should be able to understand the student‟s need and  be fair in the 

classroom. 

5. During the lesson, it would be good if the teacher used various methods in teaching, 

such as relaxed the students with a kind of games, so the classroom was not too tense 

and boring. 

Although the main factors influencing the tenth grade motivation in learning is attitudes of 

classmates, the teacher issue should be taken  into consideration here. Because teacher is 

not only as an educator but also a motivator in the classroom.    

The help by friend will have a big effect toward the successful of teaching and learning 

process. The educators must learn to mentor those students in a way that promotes positive 

interactions with themselves and their classmates. Teachers should create some class 

activities which meet the students' needs and learning goals instead of concentrating solely 

on memorizing vocabulary and grammatical rules. Teacher also should consider about the 

method of teaching, Teachers should explain their language teaching approach to their 



students. For instance, students should realize that student-centered activities such as pair 

work or group activities designed to create an interactive learning environment. Teacher 

also should be able to make the lesson interesting with the used of various media and a 

joke during the learning, the teacher should aware of her personality because in teaching 

and learning process, that personality can  have a long-term impact on individuals‟ 

motivation to learn. The last, the researcher suggests to the next researchers, they can use 

this data as the reference for their research. 
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